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Secular & religious U.S. thought

Clergy Academy opens with Tait address
by Jack Lolla
"Religious and

so-cal-

with bis aaaress on
discussion
'
"Philosophical Religious
the
Foundations of the American Experience.'
The speaker used two broad
categories, "Secular" Philosophical Ideas and Religious Foundations, In analyzing the primary

se-

led

cular forces coalesce In the

formation of the American

.v

tion.",

--

.

na-

.

.

summarized Dr. L. Gordon
- Chairman
of the
of Religion at The
College
of Wooster, In the
opening address of the Wooster
Clergy Academy of Religion,
Tuesday afternoon j ; About 45 clergymen attended
the opening session of the tenth
year of the ecumenical continuing ' education program.
The
So

Talt,

V

De-partm-

ent

-

I

.

academy will meet fory eight
Tuesday afternoons between Jan.
13 and March 9 to interact with
speakers on the topic "The Religious Dimensions of the Amer-

influences on the growth of American thought and action,
'
Talt cited English society and
John Locke as largely determining the. philosophical ideals
of the young nation. American's
religious foundations came to
focus th the Puritan outlook, ac.
cording to Talt.
explaining the role of
In
philosophical influences on the
American experience, Talt found
four major notions rising from

.

.

--

--

,

poAmerica's Engltsh-Locke- an
ican Experience.
natural law, social consition:
The academy is. sponsored by a tract, natural rights, and rebel"
board of Catholic and Protestant lion. '
clergymen In cooperation with
Describing the background of
the College's Religion Departthe Declaration of Independence,
ment.
Sessions feature open, Talt said, "The declaration
exchanges between guest speakrepresents a current of thought,
ers, clergymen, students, and derived largely
from sources
faculty of the College. This year other than the churches.
pastoral counseling seminars
"The views contained in the
following general discussion will declaration may be what you or
provide an added dimension to I might call secular philosophical
the academy.
ideas, talt observed. "It afTalt, the opening speaker of firmed certain neutral rights bethe eight week seminar, laid the longed to all people by virtue of
historical foundation for future their created being.
.

Tait reviewed much of western
as he described
Aristotle's observance of natural
law in the Greek state and the
Stoic egalitarian nature that right
REASON is inherent in the human
mind. Both concepts had their
impact on the American declaration.
In making his case toward the
element of humanist influence
on American thought, Talt described Thomas Aquinas' notion
' of eternal law that is perceived
through
God's revelation or
man's own reason.
All these notions, including
that of Locke's rationally
universe, were major
notions posited by the authors
of the Declaration of Indepen- dence, according to Tait.
"In the medieval natural
theory, there was an idealism
of what people should be,' Talt
maintained.' The religion professor cited Locke's notion of
"life, liberty, and property to
be exemplary of such Idealism.
This idealism Is Inherent within
early American thought, Tait
claims.
It was in this Western mode
that American ideals developed,
coming to focus in an Increased
emphasis on Individual responsibility and voluntary action.
However, reason was not the only
thought

--

-

ordered

-

for democratic societies."
However, Talt went on to mention many other religious influences on early American thought,
the most noticeable being the
Baptist adherence to separation
of church and state.
In the final analysis, the com-

way through which an American
focus on Individual rights grew,
according to Talt.
The Puritan outlook, "nourished by the Bible, sought an
activist spirit founded on a
notion of a predestined
covenant between man and God.
In viewing American activism,
Talt found a link with the Puritan concept of Christian activity.
"Many Puritans believed that the
activity of many Christians in
the world was the mark of their .

.

Cal-vln- lst

.

mon actions and plans undertaken by the American people,
despite the varied philosophical
and religious Influences, displayed
a unity caused by
religious reasons, concluded

Tait.

election," Talt observed. "The
Puritans had an uncanny sense
that the outward sign was a sign
of the inward.
"What I suggest is that covenant makes possible the holding
together of the will and responsibility of man and the holding
of the controlling and determining
activity of God.
"The covenant also Involved a
people meant . to live In community under God. God's plan
for the world had a social nature.
It Included the participation of
individuals in a common unity
which sustained and gave meaning to all."
As such, Talt later said, the
Puritans hoped to organize all
political and social activities in
the face of God. Unafraid of
earthly powers, the Puritans
helped to found a spiritual basis

SGA meets to

find needs

&

set goals
'
'

by John Sharp

Last Monday night the Student

Government Association held a
workshop In the faculty lounge to determine what
the more prominent needs of
students here may be. The workshop's primary aim was to
understand and facilitate programs for meeting student's
concerns in the future.
Each participant was asked to
pinpoint his concerns, either
goal-setti- ng

.

CPPS offers Life
Planning W or k shops
The Career Planning Placement ' Service Is offering a
diversity of "workshops" for
Winter Quarter. The workshops
are designed to aid students in
choosing majors, programs of
study, summer jobs and careers,
as well as a range of other
--

Interests.

Five different workshops are
scheduled for this quarter and
will be repeated several times.

The' "Life Planning

Work-

i

shops are coordinated by
trained student and will involve
students for about 4 hours.
. 3- -4
They are designed to aid the
student in pinpointing bis values
and planning his future.
Work. The ."New Directions
shops" are principally for
freshmen and sophomores. They
are designed to help students
determine majors and evaluate
their roles as college students.
These workshops are led by Aey
Jackson and Alison Hitchcock.

an undiscovered
x stor? Do you dream of the
roar of the greasepaint, the
smell of tha crowd? Hera's
your chanca for fame and fortuneeven $25.00 Saturday,
the 21st of February, is the
date for tha SECOND ANWAGNER TALENT
X NUAL
SHOW in the Cage.
Sign up
for acts will be in Lowry and
Kittredge on January 20, 21,
and 11. There is a 51U m
Arm you

The "Mechanics Worxsnops"

are for 20 students and are
for seniors. Their purposes are
to assist graduating seniors in
15--

selecting
writing
resumes,
recommendations, conducting interviews and learning job hunting techniques, as well as

providing
Information ' about
fellowships and scholarships for

graduate study.
The "Summer Jobs Workshops' Involve 12-students
and are designed to assist students in locating summer jobs.

Self-defen- se

fee for every act, butfe
don't forget that two $25,001
prizes will be awarded for
the best comedy and musical!
acts. Acts are limited to ten!
minutes. Judging will baby
several esteemed members of
the college campus. Get together an act now, or at least
come and enjoy the fun.
Everyone (even faculty and
administration) is invited to
trance

participate.

by Sue Tew
Over the next few weeks, many
se
clinics' for women
are . small, discussion-orient- ed
groups designed to help will
held In .various
be
students make vital decisions forms across campus. These
concerning their interests,values clinics are organized by Assisand desires.
tant Dean of Students, Nancy
A calendar, of these workshops
Cadle, Interns Robin Rose and
is posted outside the CPPS office. Alison Hitchcock," Carl Tund and
Students interested In attending
Viola Startzmarm' to instruct
se
one or more of these workshops
women on the bastes of
may sign-u- p
- "how to handle a
in the CPPS office,
or for more Information,
call situation and get out of it",
""
Alison Hitchcock. ,
according to Nancy Cadle. She
"Decision-Maki-

ng

Work-

self-defen-

"

self-defen-

which he believed were not being
met on campus.
The 35 participants, including
SGA

members and officers,some

Lowry Center Board members
and several others, yielded

nearly 50

non-duplica-

ted

con-

cerns.
From these, 27 were refined
Into three separate groups according to Importance. The top
six concerns heading up the first
group were: 1) Better relations
between facultystudentsadmln-lstratlo- n
and an understanding
of "who holds power;" 2) In-

communication

formative

for women

3)
(VOICE, newsletter);
meeting place for faculty

24-h- our

15

The
shops

academic, social or personal,

continued to explain that "by using
campus personnel, we hope to
give students a chance to know
the people and come to us later
if they have any problems or
questions. We hope to generate
a continuity of concern on campus
and to help remind women that
they do have to be concerned
about their safety."
The five people conducting
these workshops are concerned
se
with various aspects- - of
on the campus. Carl
continued on page 2
self-defen-

studentsadministration;

4)

Dorm reform (for example,
5) Better
visitation);
quality living conditions;
and
6) A committee to facilitate social Interaction. Some of these
suggestions were duplicated In
the other two categories.
At the SGA meeting this coming Monday these needs will be
discussed further.
Various
courses of action were suggested
by the people In the workshop;
other suggestions are welcome
from the student body.
24-h- our

.
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Did you hear
the latest. . .

Van Wie incompetent, unpopular

In the last issue of this paper;
which appeared at the end of last
Hey, have you heard the latest rumor? Chances semester, there was printed a
are you have. I'm not speaking of any rumor in par- i letter by me stating my feelings
toward Athletic Director Al Van
ticular; I'm talking about the jgeneral category. It Wie
and Vice President, Fred
would seem as though "Hotline Wooster", namely the. Cropp.
Some of the things that
C.O.W. campus, has become a playground for false, I said were
pretty strong, but I
erroneous, and sometimes destructive rumors. It could feel warranted.
effect I said
start as an Innocent joke or a minor Incident, but before that Van Wie- Inwas
basically
you know It, "Hotline Wooster" is busy at work, blowing Incompetent
to retain the position
it all out of proportion and making it worse than it of Athletic Director, for I felt
really is.
then, and still do; that he does
As for the people who spread the rumors you need not
run the athletic department in
to go no further than to look in a mirror to see the cul- a fair and
Just manner, at least
prit. That's right, it seems as though practically every- the male athletic
department, of
one on campus takes pleasure in hearing a good, juicy, which he is in charge. I also
newsworthy item and turning it Into even a juicier story implied in that letter that
to tell your friends. Granted, some people do seem to decisions of very Important
have a knack for spreading rumors, such as members nature were being made behind
.

of the female persuasion" who seem to have the nose President DrushaPs back,' or at
for news and tne gut u gossip. But that isn't to say least unbeknownst to him. These
that males are not just as guilty.
decisions, I feel, have come from
Last semester an incident of rape occurred on cam- both Van Wie and Cropp, who by

pus. As upsetting and scaring as that incident may have the way may have more power on
been, within two . days after the crime, rumors were
running rampant and there were reports of up to four
rapes. This is where we enter Into the area of dangerous
rumors, ones that are so blown out of proportion that
panic sets in. This we can do without!
&
So, no matter how exciting a rumor may seem to
you, first, consider the source and second, don't spread
it any further. If the rumor Is of significant magnitude Dear Editor,
and you would like to get the facts, contact the Dean's
Last Monday evening
Office and clear these things up. I realize that Hotline many
of us in the college
Wooster may be the cheapest news service we have, but,
community
attended the
just remember; you get what you pay for.
"Hearts and
movie,
Jim Van Horn
It was fitting
Minds."
Associate Editor
that we do so:
for it'
caused us to ask anew how
it came about that we
Self-defen- se
floundered so long, and at
. such great cost, in the
quagmire called Vietnam.
As a student remarked afterward, it teaches us
above all else to refuse
tp accept uncritically what
secure
eventually go Into a

"Hearts

for

I

i

a

less

place than Wooster and we hope to
get them thinking now about safety

not have to limit themselves to the workshop designed
3or their dormitory. "If these
succeed, we may have other
similar workshops In the future,
concluded Nancy.

0?3O

Published weekly during the aoedemic year except holidays and
examination periods by the students of The College of Wooster.
Opinions expressed in editorials and features are not necessarily
those of the staff and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to. the editor. Address
all correspondence to VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster,

Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of United States Press Association and Ohio Newspaper Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post
Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription rates: $6.00 per year, secom.
class; $9.00 per year, first class.
The offices are located on the bottom floor of Lowry Center.
Telephone: (216) 24 1234, ext. 433.
.

qur leaders tell us.

That same high standard
should
also be applied to
precautions' Nancy explained. the film,
are encouraged to we should ofbecourse: and
Tomen
clear that
attend these workshops. Any
Hearts and Minds" is
woman can go to any workshop;
they do

very

. v

Al-VanW-

le

--

Minds" oversimplified, one -sided

women

Yund, Chief of Security will
talk about basic safety precautions and bow to handle a rape
situation He will also discuss
the legal aspects of a rape or
assault attempt.
Or Startzman will talk on her
role In a rape situation and what
kind of aid a rape victim can
expect at Hygeta.
A final function of the clinics Is
to start women linking about
safety precautions to take once .
they leave Wooster. "Women will

van wie.
this campus than anyone realizes. againstpurpose
of this letter is to
The
Upon the circulation of my.
snow,
nrst
orau,tnat
is subject
article, I expected to be called in has not died down. to It
is also
by either Van Wie, Cropp or
' to invite any and all
meant
President Drushal for dis- responses by students and faculty
cussion. This never occurred alike.' As it stands now, with
and I gained the impression that my not having
received response
they were hoping that this situ- from the parties
I have impliation would blow over during our cated, I am assuming that what
long winter break. The only I have
said Is true, valid and
response which I did get .was
entirely from the student body,
I found it very interesting to
and it was overwhelming. I : find
out many students feelings
received no negative responses toward
4n lis capacity
and most were In total agree- as Men's Athletic
Dtreetor.'?THe
ment as to my statements feelings were all negative,
and in
regarding VanWle. As for Cropp,' some cases emphatic. I Just
wish
ng
let me clarify something; every-thi- to pose one. question as l Drug
which I said regarding this letter to a close: Why
is
Cropp came entirely from impli- this jnan
director of athletics If
by
made
The
Van
cations
Wie.
be does not have the support of
only responses I got concerning the
body, as It appears
Cropp were ones of shock and that student
he does not? The answer
dismay, but most of the comments to this question rests In far
that I heard were directed soley greater minds than my own.
Jim VanHorn

-

one-sid- ed.

.-

0nly

North Vietnamese mourned
their dead. Only American
bombs and bullets tore limb
from limb, life from life.
Only the South Vietnamese
regime kept political prisoners. Every Vietnamese
Interviewed- - whether intellectual or peasant
shared the Northern interpretation of the war, except
-

The pernicious

1

disagreed with their view of
how to-- serve that cause,
I must say that the case,
for their position was a

conse-

quence of all propaganda

is that it leads its victims

to dehumanize those who
disagree. Those who swallowed the USIA line concluded that anyone who
disagreed had to be an idiot
.

great deal stronger than
that caricatured so contemptuously in 'Hearts
Were the
and Minds."
or a knave, if not a comissue as simple as the
And those who movie portrayed it, neither
munist.
accept "Hearts and Minds" Americans nor Vietnamese
uncritically are tempted would have suffered the war
to assume that the states- - . as long as they did.
men who took us into Viet- -,
Put in this context, the
nam must have been fools film can serve as well if
or villains.
Thus our. It prompts us to ask, not
polity is polarized; the. "How could our leaders
respect due an honest o- -: have been so dumb or vilpinion
gives way to lainous, or the American
contempt or hatred; trust people so stupid 7" but,
and tolerance become cas"How can . we, who like to
ualties of the war and its think that we are reasonpropagandists.
able people dedicatedto a
One does not have to decent world" equip ourassume that government,-official- s selves to resist the pride,
anywhere always prejudice and mispercep-tlo- n
which have led other
tell the whole truth in order to understand that the reasonable and dedicated
Presidents who led us into men - in all continents and
Vietnam were seeking in all centuries - to acts of
supreme folly?"
good faith to protect
human (not just American) Sincerely,
liberty. Profoundly as I Gordon L. Shull
Dept. of Political Science
-

.

--

--

Presidential
selection to begin

The Student Government. Association is presently accepting
Presidential
Selection Committee. Cabinet members of the
The Board of Trustees has Student Government Association
already
set In motion plans to' will review applications in antiUSIA
some
of the
cation as
cipation of selecting five to eight
films on Vietnam, in which select a new president of the student
committee meiflbers.
next
College.
Over
supthe
three
only North Vietnam
-'
Applications are now available
quarters,
of
Board
the
Trustees,
liberty;
human
pressed
current Freshmen, Sophoonly the Viet Cong killed with the assistance of faculty, to
and Juniors at the Front '
mores,
advisory
and
student
alumni
innocent human beings, only
Lowry Center. All com- Desk
at
reviewing
will be
communists would benefit committees
pleted applications must be
position.
The
candidates
for
this
from a Northern victory; new president will be expected submitted to Lyle Hanna, Box
and every reasonable Viet- to take office during the summer , 1773, no later than noon, Friday,
namese supported Saigon. of
January 23rd. '
1977.

for a few
officers and a war
profiteer.
This, of course, is just
as great - an oversimplifiMarle-Antoinet-t-

ish

TUIbC
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5 new instructors

Art (Center offers quilting, plants, prints
set or Classes at tne ait center
win be offered for eight successive weeks. Fire talented new
instructors will join the Art Center staff. Gordon Neale, a
college student, will teach
print-maki-

ng

For' those

who have some drawing background, prlntmaklng Is an
exciting new dimension to graphic
arts, Mike-- Bonadlo, an art In- i

t

l

-

11T

1

-

1

In "How

-

In both adult and chil-

dren's age groups.

'

to
Grow and Enjoy Houseplants.
Mr. Hllty, owfier and operator of
Hilty Greenhouses In Wooster,
will cover many aspects of propagation, potting, bonsai and
general care of plants.
An unusually wide variety of
classes are available this winter
for Adult and Senior High age
groups. Among them are "Production Techniques is Community

is Peter HUtys class

Beginning January 19th,' a new

Theater' taught by Lovina

teach an advanced
photography .class,- - Also. Joining
the staff is Steve Victor, who will
provide an introduction to the
fine art of French Cooking. An
evening class will be offered by
Mrs.'Effie Scblabach In quilting.
A real treat for plant enthusiasts
School,- - will
--

tear themselves to shreads in the
nation's 28 primaries.
Republicans,

.

They'll be speaking of big
government, inflation, bussing, the - defense budget

highs, lows, insights, oversights, accomplishments
and bungles.
Aside from being the
year' of --"remembering the
meaning of the Declaration
of Independence, the Lib- otTv Roll and half elnthd

and government

snooping.

--

i

f

;
j

.

!

.

-

.

.'

(264-859- 6)

,

Tuesday mornings and will provide a more general introduction
to techniques on Tuesday eve-

J

nings. "More Pots for Plants"

CHINATOWN updates

gag orders on the press,
New York City's financial

crisis, the arms race,

by Niall W. Slater

in-

vestigations of the FBI and
CIA, and governmental
in-decisiv-

1

Code of Academic Integrity
imposes respon sibility on you

- The Code of Academic
Integrity is in effect. Woo- ster does have an honor
code that works, but only
if you help. The College

nocense or because you
that the action may
not be serious enough for
further action. You can
consult a faculty or administrative member. Or you
'provides, for an atmosphere of honesty, but. may wish to submit the
case to the Judicial Board.
cheating can and does ocIf you feel incapable of
cur. If you know of any
dealing
directly with the
misrepresenor
cheating
tation of work on "this individual, you may consult a Referee provided
campus, it is your obligation to take action. There by the Judicial Board. The
are several ways of dealing Referee will then confront
with the problem. You can the accused. He will detake it upon yourself to cide whether or not the
confront
the individual issue will be dropped or
whose honesty is in ques- - presented to the Judicial
tion. On the basis of that Board. A hearing will occonfrontation, you have the cur only if the accuser
following options. You can indicates that he will be
willing to be named and
decide to drop the accus'
ation because the accused, face the accused.
The Judicial Board has
convinces you of bis in--

"feel

--

BEAU. AVE

ECOM-O-WA-

lars of that style as

blem I mentioned before:

There seems to have been
no growth beyond the models. A Realist wave peaked
in the late '40' s and early

Sam
and

Spade.
Capturing
lushly photographing the
seamy night world on the
edge between the law and
tne
tne
priworld of a run-dovate eye who will work for
anyone who cn pay. the
film works brilliantly
perhaps too brilliantly but
. more of that later.
I like CHINATOWN
- not a great deal, but I like
it. Its length and the complexity of its plot can be
tedious at times. It takes
' nearly two and a half hours
to unravel the tale of char- -'
i

law-oreaK-

wn

mur- -,
dam-- 1

building scheme, and incest
(Just for the modern touch).
We are ready for the end- ing more than once before

'50's. Polansld may show
the gore in closer detail,
he may have all the key
elements to establish his
setting, but he is essentially following a line of
development that petered
out long ago. The bitter
ending of this film, which
should have a deep pathos,
left me curiously untouched. Perhaps this film and
others have calloused me
to such violence. Perhaps,
however, it is that the
Realism of the '40' s can
.be seen now to have had
.

ers,

acter assassination,
der, a fraudulent

SH

(Jaat Korth of tb CoUB

.

its

own formulae and con-

ventions, which now seem
quite divorced from the
pain and despair they were
meant to convey.
THE

FILM-FLA-

"

MAN

M

is nothing but a fun film.
It stars George C. Scott,
who takes himself much
less seriously, than usual.

it actually comes.
The title has very little He plays
I
proper.

Lavndry
24 Hear Cei-O- p
Dry Clein9 8 - 4:15

-

--

;

.

two Referees available, Kay
Welty and Cathy Cella.
They are for your use. If
you have any further questions concerning Judicial
Board, contact Chairperson Brad Winkler.

we come back to the pro-

Nicholson, of such exemp- -

a-b- ove

ing on how you count) Dem- nr.rata nntl nosfiihlv four

-

peared
last year, it
represented a new twist in
a wave of nostalgia films:
It sought not merely to recreate the atmosphere of
the '40' s but also the '40' s
"touch guy" film. This
picture is intentionally
reminiscent of the Realist
genre and its hero. Jack

nominee of either
party will be the person

June we will witness the
eleven or thirteen (depend-

more explicit, or perhaps
Technicolor only makes it
seem so, the Motion Picture Code allows a few
more dirty words these
days, but essentially this
'40' s period piece sticks
and here
to the formula

.

When CHINATOWN ap-

eness.

who survives the grueling
Predictions? New voters
physical wear with the.
have
the potential to effect
brightest smile and most
November
election rethe
One
platform.
coherent
hopes the campaign will be sult; New York will be
by
free of violence this time joined in it's plight will
Ford
and thai! the "Spirit of '76" other cities;
will
stimulate greater have a nasty time getting
renominated; pollution will
voter participation far
and
the 50 turnout of continue unabated;
Patty
Hearst's court
1972.
cases will have gone noMany of 1975's problems
remain with us. Patty where by the last days of
December,
Hearst's, trial may get un

formula

440s film

derway. We will hear
more of JFK's sex life,

The

patriots fighting for human
rights, 1976 will bestow
upon us the presidential
From
campaign.
late
February through early

1

--

framing.
The ceramics studio continues
to be a hub of activity in the
Art Center. Carll Moorefield
will Instruct beginning students
In a "Pots for Plants" class on

Bicentennial predicti ons
by Tom Cashman
The long awaited, or
dreaded, Bicentennial year
is now upon us. Like last
year, 1976 will present us
with it's fair share of

on Thursday morning provides experience working
with clay Is
continuity for those who have also
available.
basic skills mastered. Potters
through twelve year
The
at an advanced level may make old agenine
group has their choice
goblets, plates, casseroles and of the following classes: Norma
other functional pieces .in a Holden's "Young Artists WorkThursday evening workshop.
shop," Gordon Neale's BeginChildren's classes are a vital ning Drawing class,
Lovina Par-- m
j part of programming at the Art
enter's class in "Creative DraPreschool art for matics," and Cathy Hay's "Be- Center.
youngsters aged 4- -5 Introduces ginning
Modern Dance",
children to a variety of materials
Registration
will extend from
'
and craft techniques. Preschool
12
January
Monday,
instructor Gayle Meggysey also - 14th from 9- -5 p.m. through the
Interested
conducts a mixed media class at
by phone
a slightly more advanced level persons may register
stop
may
or
by the
6for -8 year olds. Three begin- -: Art Center on East University'
nlng pottery classes are available
iter young people on Thursday Street.
afternoon and Saturday mornings.
' Advanced pottery for Junior H eh
students who have had, previous
I

one day workshop in matting and

Par-- m

"Beginning Photoenter,
graphy" with 'Roger Essley and
"Copper Enameling" led by
Caroline Gumz. Sybil Gould Is
again offering her expertise to
students In "Creative Drawing",
and "Drawing in Several Media",
Instruction in basic watercolor
techniques and portraiture will

-

1-

be available from ' local artist
Norma Holden.
In addition to his "Drawing to
Painting" class, Roger Essley
is offering a lecture and discussion series following the development of art stnce 1945. He will
use slides, films, articles and
field trips to Illustrate some
aspects of modern art. Tuesday,
February 10th he will Instruct a

a familiar type,

to do with the film
.the charming rogue and con
A few remarks dropped 'man, but with more than
by Nicholson at the beginthe expected style and wit
ning establish Chinatown one looks for in a
as an enigmatic, peripicture. The comedy chase
pheral, yet powerful force. sequence is one of the first
Then the word is muttered and best of the type. If you
as an explanation at the need a little diversion "next
ending of the film where Tuesday night, this might
the bad guys triumph.
suit nicely.
The violence is a touch
B-gr-

HOUSE OF RHODES
YARN
NEEDLEWORK
Rug and Crewel Supplier
.

On the Corner of Qulnby
and Pine - 264-62.
94

'
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Concert Choir to present Lord'jNelsMiMa&s
,

'

--

Choir of that college. Karl
Trump was once again the magnetic force that attracted a music
student to Wooster.
It would appear that the
Concert Choir selects only transfer students for soloists, for
tenor soloist David CDell was
formerly a student at Southern
Illinois University. A sophomore, David is another of Karl
Trump's accomplished students.
Among David's credits is an
award for second place tn a Midwest Regional Competition spon

The soloists for the Mass in

minor are all students at the
College of Wooster. Margaret
Hackett, a Junior from Archbold,
Ohio will be the soprano soloist.
Meg Is a transfer student from
Indiana University where she was
a member of the University
Chorale and the Opera Chorus.
D

NEWS
is

CITY NEWS

The sound of Jazz Is coming
to Wooster. Beginning Wednesday, January 28th, Lowry Center
Board 'will present a six day
Jazz Festival. Among the main
events will be a
Jazz
ensemble from Bowling Green

Large selection
of imported
Pipes"
and Tobacco

20-pi- ece

Books
Magazines
Ambassador
Cards
Sherman

Cigarettes
200S.'Market
Open Daily
6:30 -- 12:30
Except Sunday
6:30-10:-

.

State University, a special "Jazz
Impact" program reviewing the
contributions of Jazz greats Dizzy
Gillespie,
Miles . Davis and
others. From Pittsburgh, Walt
Harper will bring his funky style.
Nationally
acclaimed Jazz
great Les McCann will be the
main feature of the Festival.
McCann will appear in McGaw
af 8 pm., Monday, February 2nd.
Advanced tickets will be available to students at reduced

prices.

t

FREE DELIVERY

00

1
1

262-586- 6

.

--

--

.
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Art Center show recreates
Wooster life in 1876

by Stephen Victor
'
One of the highlights of the
in 1876," an
exhibition
at the Art Center show Is the conjuctlon of modern
Museum on the College of photographs with drawings and
Wooster campus, is a splendid photographs from the 1870s in the
. beginning for the Bicentennial section entitled "Town Center."
Entering the. gallery, one Is
year.
The show illustrates the : confronted by photographs of the
everyday life fcyWooster one Atlases, who support the portals
hundred years-- ago, not singling of the Courthouse and from whom
out the town's "leading citizens" no complaint has been heard since
1878.
but. documenting . with photo. From there the visitor Is taken
graphs, captions,;'' books and
on a tour of the downtown area
objects the living situations, work .
as It is and as It was
and leisure of city dwellers at sharpening the visitor's perthe time.
ceptions of the architecture of
The large photographs, over the Public Square area.
150 of them, are divided into
The sections . on advertising,
sections hung in different areas work and education
vividly
certain
to emphasize .
themes. portray the quality of life, the
This arrangement enables the attitudes and the values of the
to
appreciate , the period.
viewer
complexity
of life during a
The endorsement of
which Wooster Corsets by singer Adellna Ball's
in
decade
sustained important growth and is perhaps the ancestor ofPattl
Joe
change. A book containing many Namath's
plug for pantyhose, but ,
of the pictures from the show as one opening-nig- ht
viewer was
and essays on life in the 1870s heard to
"My,
haven't
remark,
was planned to accompany the we changed."
The appeal of a
exhibition; it will be available In smiling
' baby .
draws the attention of the reader
In 1876 to the virtues of Dr.
TREASURE HOUSE HOBBIES
baking powder ;
Horsford's
236 West Liberty
dentifrice; today, a ;
man or woman exuding sexuality "
Craft a and
and worldliness asks us to use '
'Hobbies
,

"Wooster

!
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Program Director
Japan Study
Eariham College
Richmond. Indiana 47374

GLCA-AC-

"

'

A .magazine Illustration of a
blacksmith pausing tn his work
to mend a child's hoop Is a
sentimental celebration of anra
already passing in 1876 to . a
age of
modern
Industrial
scowling and barefooted workers
and industries employing dozens
of men. "
A drawing of a .hand holding a
pen In the way most of us do
advertises a business college

4

i

'

4

opportunity that changes i
your life. For more
,
O information:

:m
VJ

lf

-

undergraduates the
chance to experience
Japan on many levels

4aW
vaj

.

.

.

.

WOOfrrto

-.;

i-

-

,

.

KjRace's wine shoppe)

-

"

-

Further information on this
coming spectacular will be coming soon.

--

.

-

.

guests.

GOOD

structor

of organ and music .
theory on campus, and serves as the Director of Music at the
Presbyterian Church of Wooster ;
in addition to his role as director
of the choir. This is his second
year at the College of Wooster.
to the Mass In D
. In addition
Minor by Haydn, the Concert.
Wooster Concert Choir. Last Choir will perform two pieces by.
year saw David as a soloist Anton Bruckner A CAPPELLA,
for the choir's performance, of tnd series of six folk songs by
Mozart's Mlssa Brevts in F. Johannes Brahms, translated into
from the original
Along with the other three English
,
f
soloists, David Is a member of 'German.
'
C.the Wooster Chorus as well as'"
r
being a regular member of the
Concert hoir. He Is a ,'Pen- - J The Sundy.eTentaconeert,be- 8:15 'WV;
nsylvanlan .from West Chester.'
Mc?aw
The Wooster Concert Choir Is Chapel. . Admission is 'free to
faculty, staff, and
under the masterful direction of College
students. All others will be subJohn M. Russell, Assistant Professor of .Music at the College of ject to an admission charge of
Wooster. Mr. Russell is T- n- $U50.

She is currently studying voice sored by the National Association
with Karl Trump.
of Teachers of Singing. David
soloist on Is a resident of the Gateway City'
The mezzo-sopra- no
Sunday will be Julia Locke, a of St, Louis, Missouri.
Junior music major from South
For the second time since he;
Charleston, Ohio. Julie trans- began studying voice with Karl
ferred to Wooster In 1974 from Trump as a freshman last year,
Westminster
Choir College, David Young will be performing
where she sang with the Touring as the baritone soloist with the

.

;

.

MACNAV0X INSTRUMENTS
RECORDS
REPAIRS .

(

"

with the admonition,

when

On the square

write." McGuffey's

well-writt-

companying them are needed
before the pictures can tell their
story.
.

Corners' reproducing a child's
room and a sitting room and, a
display of medical and pharmaceutical material of the late
19th century provide refreshing
visual variety .
Although there is much, to be
gained from a single visit, each
disreturn - will Rafter-new- .
coveries; there is, too much to
absorb" at one time. Make your
first visit soon; the exhibition
7 C
is pen only until Feb.8.
v-

--

.

.

Thursday night, Jan.22,
8:00 p.m., the
Kentien, a French
theatre group from Kent State,
will oresent L'INCONNUE
D'ARRAS by Annana Salacronl
at the Shoo! ray Experimental
Theatre, Wis hart Hall. The
production Is in French and
all the Wooster community is
invited. No odmiasion'cherge.

at

Mini-Theat- re

YOUR
YOU

MBA IN ONE YEAR

OOIIT HAVC

BC AH WMDKHSWuJ
10 mum am MB
TOU CAM DO IT IN AJT C LTV EN!
TO

a

ausiHEsa major

t

MON-m-

262-- 5086

you

--

-

AMD

LiLl

.

Eclectic Readers, used a hundred
years ago, offer stern warning
to . "Beware the first drink."
The show also has photographic
sections on transportation, cultural life, life and death,,
churches, leisure, special occasions, homes and . tensions.
Newspapers and maps of Wooster
In the period are also displayed.
Many of the .photographs In
these sections are excellent and
en
well displayed, but the
text and captions ac-

UA-n-

M

"Never,

never hold your pen like this

;

a.

FOR BULUETINI
op uaiHcas.uNTVtnerrr

MAD

U ATI

aCHOOlJ

of riTaamH.i

i

1

'"Lord Nelson Mass in D minor
by Jon Fancher
by F.J. Haydn, a work written
This Sunday evening the
for
choir, four soloists and a
Concert
Choir will offer
Wooster
the first concert of the quarter nineteen - member chamber orchestra This mass derives its
when It presents Its Winter Concert In McGaw Chapel at 8:15 nickname, "Lord Nelson Mass,
pm. Under the direction of because this work was performed
and Lady
John M. Russell, the choir will for Lord Nelson
perform
works by Brahms, Hamilton when they were the
guests of Prince Esterhazy of
Bruchner, and Haydn.
Austria In 1800. Haydn had been
The featured work of the January 18th concert will be the In the employ of the Prince for
over thirty years when this work
was performed for the royal

Si

:t

; v.-

-
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"Hearts & Minds"
'-

view of Vietnam

thought-provokin- g

'.

. by Mlchiel McDowell

-
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year after the last this subject to date. It was very had to live through during the businessmen who were making a
t For
living from the war to the Amer'American troops were - with- well done and showed the many 'war,-.

:
"

drawn, people have, been trying
to discover what really happened
' - . .
in Vietnam.,
Last Monday "at 8 jvn. in Mc-GChapel, the Cultural Events
Committee presented a movie
dealing with tills and other questions about Vietnam, The movie,
a part of the Fine Film Series,
.was probably the best movie on

aw

-

aspects of
issue
as seen by soldiers, officers,
and the . Vietnamese people.
Most, of the film was made up
of Interviews with these people,
the--Vietna-

.

:

m

--

-

combined
thought-provoki-

with

array . of

an

(and

ng

many,

times pitiful) film sequences
showing exactly' the kinds of
things that the Vietnamese people

While the film did not attempt
to make any outright message,
pro or con, concerning the war,
it did point out the obvious (and
not so obvious) facts of the issue
so that the viewers could form
their own opinions on the topic.
This was accomplished by interviewing people on both sides of
the issue; from the Saigon

ican soldiers who didn't even
why they were fighting.

know

"Hearts and Minds" was a
powerful movie that can serve
as an example of what war does
to the people involved. It was
a truly
movie.

ietcjMI

--

ing

awe-inspir-

When the Founding Fathers
wrote the Constitution they included the. concept of a separof state and religion. Since
ation
prayer?
.
government controls public
,the.
'
by
'was
raised
This question
education the practice of reDr. Edwtn 's; Gaustad during a ligion has created a flare of
forum on religion and education controversy in recent years. In
Tuesday evening. Gaustad, pro1948 the Supreme Court decided
fessor of history at the Univer8- -1
that a program of "released
the
discussed
sity of California,
was unconstitutional. ,In
time"
history of the relationship be- some schools
students were retween religion and schools.
an
early to get
leased
hour
The "close relationship" exreligious
or to go to
Instruction
tends back hundreds of years study hall.
Court
The
to the rabbi, who was above that the program ignored ruled
what
all else a teacher." The co- Thomas Jefferson called "a wall
and
religion
between
operation
Intensified with the
education
rise of universities in the thlr
teenth century. After the Pro
several
testant . Reformation
universities
"sprung up. Gaustad said these
institutions involved "a concern I
j
for the total person -- - body,
mind, and soul,"
religv. The "intimacy between
has continued
ion and education"
In Europe throughout history.
In Holland much of the education
is in the hands of the church,
. and "teaching
of religion must
have an educating effect on the i
j
UP
pupil," according to Gaustad.
In America,' Congregationalists
!
W.
founded Harvard and Yale, and !
Presbyterians
established i
4
Princeton.
-

i

'

r

'

: IMcDOWELL'S

church-support-

PRE MIXES

SHICQ

noun

MOM-TUM-WIO-TM-

-

T

SUNDAYS

set-ba- ck

IS-I-S

aouo

DtOirros

Gaustad's speech was the first
series of four, entitled
"Religion
and
the Public
Schools." The remaining programs will be held on Jan. 22,
29, and Feb. 5, starting at 8
p.m. in Wooster High School's
auditorium. The forum is sponsored by the Wooster Blcenten-tenl- al
in a

.

11-- M

USJ

Htl-SA-

of separation -- - not a fine line
easily overstepped," Four years
later the Supreme Court voted
6- -3
that a school could legally
let out early one day a week,
allowing . students . to attend
church. Religion supporters suffered another
in 1962
when prayer was outlawed in
public schools.

DRIVE THRU
IIS lIRCtt
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--
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Committee.
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GREENHOUSE
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KUCATESSU ITEMS

Talk series on religion in schools begins
by David Johns '
school
. Should an elementary
be allowed to .devote time to
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T7omen's
by Susan Hughes

The women's basketball team

--

opens their season at Capital
University Monday with both varsity and Junior varsity teams
seeing action, Ms. Nichols has
gladly accepted coaching responsibilities for both teams
this year because of the importance - of both squads. She is
being assisted by Betsy Bruce
and Barb Hedrlck who are working on their P.E. US. credits.
Varsity and J.V. squads were
chosen this past Monday and
the varsity returners are Alpha
Alexander, Cindy Barr, Evelyn
Campbell, Kim Fischer and Sue
Rohr. Addle Sapp, who was off
campus last winter quarter also
made the squad, as did freshmen I
Beth Blnhammer, Ann Cleary,
Laura Page and Trlcla Wilkin-- 1
son.
. Coach Nichols is pleased with
the hew conditioning program lm
pie men ted this year, which
stresses fitness and basic

neicunic

Dac.iL

w anoiner

V?""""

running v

Practices have been

.

smoothlv and evervone has been Jt
contributing. The push this week (II

is for teamwork.

uu

aim

aTT

"?v"c
leamenng

miei

Vl

t
U

I

onur
of llnfhCoJI.9Hill'

cave 1.1

returned to the editing
the ranks.
Wooster teams should
Clever, provide a great deal of enMarcla
Carpenter,
Martha Edlck, Birdie Hill, Lisa tertainment for Scot sports
Holbrook. Julie Holloway, Sallie fans. The basketball team
Osborn, Jenny Reed and Diana Is off and running as never
before and now holds a 10--4
Whitney. They have a
schedule and anticipate a good alatA C.ftafh !hnaa(rran- The J.V, team appears strong
this year and the roster Includes
Mary AUes, Cathie Calvert,Patt

six-ga-

:
OPTICAL
perry--

ready?

b-b- all
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'Shopping Canter

;

-

TO SEE BETTER. .

;

1

SEE PERRY OPTICAL

l

TMMf I

COMPLETE NEW GLASSES

me

season.

j

plers are currently unde- feated as are Coach Wag- -

ft

U
As all coaches, Nichols is
.optimistic about the potentials
of both squads. She looks for track and women's basketball, though as yet untested,
ward to strong student suppo:
should fare well
at the first home game Saturda;
I only hope "thao the
January 24th at 1:00 p.m
Tlmken Gym.
sports pages can do jus-

Support
h
exciting Fighting Scots
Mount Union this Saturday
'here they'll battle the pow- rrul rurpie Kaiders.
JV
lam at 5:30, Varsity at 7:30.
"Be there!

NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES

WORLD-WID- E

-

LENSES DUPLICATED

TRAVEL

PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES

SERVICE

tice to these teams. If
TAKES YOU
any problems arise I would
con- - x a
oemg
appreciate
fronted Dersonallv rather II I
than hearing of them third-- Y
)h )
fJ
hand. Thank you muchly, jj WIMW11K1&

ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED

tiff

Dave Koppenhaver

333 EAST LIBERTY
264-234- 4

LUXURY FUN FURS... Reg. 8.88

yd

Now 4.44 yd.
WASHABLE WOOLENS . . . Reg. 5.99 yd
Now 3.00 yd
ACRYUC PILE LINING... Reg. 3.99 yd

Now Z00 yd.
72" DECORATOR FELT... Reg. 3.59 yd.
Now 1.80 yd.

CONCORD'S CHINO . . . Reg. 299 yd
Now 1.50 yd. STEVEN'S CORDUROY . . Reg. 1.99 yd.
Now 1.00 yd.
POLYESTER UNING. ..Reg. 1.59

yd

Now 80S yd.
NYLON NET... Reg. 39$ yd.

Now 20$ yd.

ALL REMNANTS
are yh OFF current retait

5096OFF

Sale effective Monday through Saturday, January 24

LILA'S CLEARANCE IS SAVINGS!

SAVE UP TO

60OFF

ON OUR ENTIRE FALL SELECTION OF

...VBRYTHtNO rOICMANOI
Portage Square Plaza
Portage Rd. booster

POLYESTER DOUBLEKNITS

... 1.44 yd.

Reg.

249-a9- 9

yd

--
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Scots down
"

B-- W

r

71-6- 0

win over
Saturday, cannot be considered an artistic
success, but nonetheless proved
gratifying:.
For, If you don't
play wen . and still, win, then'
you've cot a good ballclub.
Woosters style of play was
evident from the outset and
could've proved costly ' except
was nothing: to cheer about

The Scot's

.

;

FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS

i

20-1-

71-- 60

Baldwin-Walla- ce

.

4

lead to 7.
For the first ' time the Scots
were taking the ball to the hoop
with authority and there was no
doubt that they had regained the ;
David
momentum. Point-m- an
Frye's. second rainbow In a.
' minute knotted the score at 23.
Wooster then swapped buckets
the rest of the half ,
with B-margin r
before taking a
either. . The Scot s offense Into the locker-rooshowed very little movement or .t B-in . trying to reattatn
penetration and therefore relied game control, came out smoking ;
upon the low percentage outside In the second half and nailed the
net on three quickies. However,
shot to score.
With 'the help of a Phil Shaffer . Allison continued his rugged in- Jumper t 'a layup, and two tecside game, collecting five more
hnicals' the Scots, jumped to a markers to keep the Scots close.
6- -2
lead three mfamtes intn the Down 6,
a Phil Shaffer bomb
contest. However, because of cut the chords and the Scots were
' the Scot's lack of offensive move
up for good 7.
ment, they went nearly four,,
Then came perhaps the most
minutes without a score. This magnificent three minutes of the
drought gave B--W time to take - year for Wooster. The Scots
did everything that they were
control of the game's flow.
Dominating the boards, peneunable to do In the beginning.
tration, and passing enabled B--W They owned the boards, their
to run off a 16- -3 scoring offense flowed, creating picks
spurt and take an 18- -9 bulge at and numerous open shots. The
8:54 In the half.
passing was superb and for the
It was at this point that the Yellow Jackets It was curtains.
12- -0
outcome of the contest was deand
Wooster blitzed
ld
was
It
when
smoke
cleared
cided. With the Scots
the
'
7.
30 during the half), W could
nave administered the death blow.
The Scots reached a
as
But, their shooting also froze bulge later In the half 0,
over while they stopped doing they continued to dominate In .
all the Intangibles (rebounding, every phase. For the remainder
passing, etcj, that got them thetr of the contest the two teams
' traded baskets ' which did not
lead In the first place.
help the
However, to the Scots' credit,
cause. The final
was an impressive
they made the necessary adjustcount.
ments that not only avoided a
The win brought the Scots
blowout, but got them back Into mark to 9- -4 for the season as t
the game.
Senior playmaker they prepare to play Walsh on
Tim Shetzer was Interested and Wednesday at Tlmken
Immediately took control. Shetzer moved the ball and set up
Wayne Allison In the key. Within a space of two minutes Allison .
THE GIFT CORNER
Distinctly crafts
THE BEVERAGE CENTER
and gifts '
927 E. Bowman

.

1

:

popped in two gtmmtes and two'
from the foul line to help cut the

by John Dtelcos

Poo 7

...

.

- A'

.

'Si

W

B-- W

31-- 29

m.

W,

,

346 East Bowman St.

LAST CALL!
8th Annual
London
Show Tour
March 10

.

--

24

;

37-3-

For information, tee
any member of the
Speech Dept. or call
Flair Travel

.

V'

38-3-

Freshman Sam Dixon goes up for twain Saturday's action

vs.

B--

W.

-

WELCOME BACK!

B-- W

Ice-co-

50-3-

B--

15-po- tnt

65-5-

.

NOW THAT YOU'RE BACK IN WOOSTER, WHY NOT
COME DOWN AND SEE WHAT WE'VE GOT
v"

--

IN STORE FOR YOU.

B-- W

71-- 60

OUR

AUDIO CLEARANCE SALE

IS

GOING ON ALL THIS WEEK, AND

-

AJ. 10:30 P.M.
HON. THRU THURS.
11:30 P.M.
9 A.M.
BID AY. SAT.

OPEN: 9

r

-

264-14- 62

G th

"

WWII.

Woorter

4WWV
Inn-

-

A
ELACMIRACORD.
WATTS RECORD CARE PRODUCTS.SCOTCH CLASSIC1
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RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERSTURNTABLES,

SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES, CARTRIDGES. . .

RINGS

EVERYTHING

Some Traditional Ones
Some
Non-Traditio-

Sonte

MARANTZ, YAMAHA, SUPERSCOPE, SONY
DOKORDER, FERROGRAPH, THORENS, BSR
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EVERYTHING IS ON SALE!
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YAMAHA
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YAMAHA

CT-70- 00

VERTICAL FET POWER AMPLIFIER AND
TUNER, NOW ON DISPLAY

THINGS
Lighters, chains, earrings, crosses,
key rings, alarm clocks, cufflinks,
watch bands, pendants, pewter
coxes, and
ana so forth.
figures, music boxes,
tortn.
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MARKET ST.
WOOSTEK
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BLOCKS SOUTH

OF THE SQUARE

All too often, when the party

If someone gets too drunk to
drive, drive him yourself. Or call a
cab. Or of fer to let him sleep over.
Maybe your friend won't be
feeling so good on the morning after,
but you're going to feel terrific.

ends, the trouble begins.
People who shouldn't be
doing anything more active than
going to sleep are driving a car.
Speeding and weaving their way
to death.
Before any of your friends
drive home from your party, make
sure they aren't drunk.
Don't be fooled because they
drank only beer or wine. Beer and
wine can be just as intoxicating as
mixed drinks.
And don't kid yourself
because they may have had some
black coffee. Black coffee can't
sober them up well enough to drive
--

,

DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y
BOX 2345
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852
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want to keep my friends alive
for the next party.
' Tell me what else I can do.
I
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